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You have requested the Detailed Analysis for the opportunity you recently analyzed; this 

Reference Guide accompanies the Detailed analysis and will provide additional detail on 

how to read and interpret the analysis and will give you a list of steps to assist you in 

improving how well it is qualified and driving through the sales process to a successful 

close.

This Free Analysis is a simplified, single user, one-time use version of the Occulus 

Platform; Occulus is multi-user platform that scales from smallest sales teams to the 

largest enterprise sales teams.

In addition to informing you how well the opportunity is qualified, your chances of winning 

it and the chances that is will close by the forecasted close date, Occulus will also:

• Allow you to analyze multiple deals simultaneously

• Track the deals as they moves through the sales process

• Automatically create a forecast for you 

• Provide asynchronous coaching advice & guidance 

For additional information, please visit our website: www.OcculusInc.com

The Occulus Free Analysis

http://www.occulussales.com/
http://www.occulusinc.com/
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A 
Structured & Disciplined Approach 

To 
Qualifying & Forecasting

Click on the Process icon to view a 

short video on how Occulus works.

How Occulus Works

http://www.occulussales.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWOjzcZ2wLg&feature=youtu.be
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Definitions

Close Date
The date that your company will book the customer’s order.  

Note: depending on your company’s order acceptance procedures this date may 

be different from the date you receive a written confirmation from the customer.

DoQ = Degree of Qualification
The DoQ rating of an Opportunity indicates the degree to which the opportunity 

has been qualified. By ‘Qualified’ Occulus refers to the amount and quality of the 

information you have about the opportunity that directly impacts whether or not you 

will win the business.

To improve the DoQ of an opportunity you must reduce the amount of missing 

information.  (questions you answered ‘Uncertain’)

Winning = Your Chances of Winning the Deal
The Winning probability is a measure of the probability that you will win the deal.

5Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Definitions

CF = Confidence Factor
The CF rating is the confidence you can have at this particular point in time of 

winning the business.

The CF considers 2 elements when arriving at a value; the Probability of Winning 

and the DoQ. Clearly, if the opportunity is poorly qualified (low DoQ) the less 

confidence you can have in the Winning Probability and the value of CF will reflect 

that. Conversely, a high DoQ implies a high confidence in the value of the Winning 

Probability.  If the Winning Probability is also high, you have a good chance of 

winning the business; if the Winning Probability is low, chances are you’re going to 

lose it.

Timing = Chances that the Deal will close by the Close Date
The Timing Probability is the probability that the deal will close by the forecasted 

Close date

6Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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OVERVIEW:
• About Occulus

• Questions

• Detailed Analysis Summary Page

http://www.occulussales.com/
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The Occulus analysis is based on the specific information you have about the 

opportunity and the actions you have taken to drive it through the sales process. 

You are asked a number of multiple choice questions about the opportunity and who 

you’re competing against. Select the answer that is most appropriate.  If you are 

unsure as to what the question is asking, click the ‘?’ next to the question for a 

detailed explanation.

There are 2 types of Occulus questions:

1. Absolute Questions (Yes / No / Uncertain)

Answer these questions based on the factual information you have. 

2. Relative Questions (High / Medium / Low / Uncertain)

Answer these questions based on your judgement.

A Note About Occulus

8Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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The questions are divided into 6 categories, each dealing with an important aspect of the 

sale;

Category Answers the question

1. Opportunity Description Is it real?

2. Proposed Solution Can I compete?

3. Decision Process How do they buy?

4. Relationship Who do I know?

5. Competition How do I win?

6. Timing Is it realistic?

RULE OF THUMB!

It is better not to guess than to guess wrong.  Do Not Guess at an answer.

If you are unsure, answer ‘Uncertain.’  Occulus keeps track of all your Uncertain answers 

in the Missing Information list.

Occulus does not provide partial analysis and all the questions in all categories must be 

answered.  When a category is complete a checkmark will appear next to the category 

title. 

The analysis can not be run unless all questions are answered

A Note About Occulus

http://www.occulussales.com/
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A checkmark appears next to the category to confirm 

that all the questions have been answered

Click ‘VIEW RESULTS’ to see the analysis results.

The Questions

10Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1

The Questions are divided into 6 categories:

1. Opportunity Description

How well the opportunity is defined

2. Proposed Solution

How closely your proposed solution will match the

requirements as defined in Opportunity Description

3. Decision Process

How well you understand the decision process for 

this opportunity 

4. Relationship

the extent and quality of your relationships within 

the prospect’s organization.

5. Competition

How you stand against the competition

6. Timing

The timing of the opportunity

http://www.occulussales.com/
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NOTE: A number of questions are ‘linked’ to other questions in Occulus.

Depending on how you answered a question, Occulus may automatically insert a ‘N/A’ (Not  

Applicable) answer in a different question.  You can not override an Occulus inserted N/A 

answer and will get an Error Message if you try.

If you change  the answer to a question that caused an automatic ‘N/A’ answer in a different 

question, Occulus will automatically remove the N/A.  That question is now unanswered , the 

analysis can not be re-run or viewed until you answer that question.  

The checkmark will be removed from the category where the N/A was removed.

See Appendix I for a complete list of Linked Questions

Linked Questions

11Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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The Detailed Analysis Summary Page
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THE DETAILED ANALYSIS
• Analysis Summary

• Detailed SWOT Analysis

• Missing Information

• Action Items

• Velocity Chart

http://www.occulussales.com/
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3
4

5

6

7

1. Header Information

• Amount of Sale

• Close Date

• Date Opened

• Last Updated

• Type of Sale

• Contact information

2. Degree of Qualification (DoQ) Gauge

• Indicates how well the Opportunity

is qualified.

3. Forecast Rating

4. Confidence Factor (CF) Gauge

• Confidence in winning the deal

5. Forecast Rating

6. Win / Timing Probability Table

4. Winning / Timing Chart

• Graphical representation of the 

Win / Close Table

• Lines (box) indicate the size of

the Uncertainty Zone

8. SWOT Chart

• Identifies the Strengths & Weaknesses

in each category

14Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Elements of the SUMMARY 

Analysis Page

Opportunity Owner: Name of the individual who owns this opportunity

Opportunity Name: Name of the opportunity

Opportunity ID: ID code for the opportunity

Amount: The total amount of the deal.

Closing Date: Forecasted Close Date

Date Opened: Date you first analyzed the opportunity

Last Updated: Last time you updated the opportunity file.

Type of Sale: What  you are selling, 7 different possibilities

Type of Prospect: 1 of 4 possibilities

Company Name: Name of the Prospect

Address: Prospect Location

Contact Name: Your contact’s name

Contact Phone # Your contact’s Phone #

Contact Email: Your contact’s Email

Forecast Rating: Occulus Forecast Worthiness Rating (FWR) for this opportunity

Forecast amount: The amount used by Occulus to calculate your forecast

DoQ  Comment: A statement of the degree to which the opportunity has been qualified;

- PQ Poorly Qualified

- MQ Moderately Qualified

- Q Qualified

- WQ Well Qualified

- EWQ Extremely Well Qualified

15Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Degree of Qualification (DoQ) Gauge
The DoQ of an Opportunity is a measure of the amount of 

information you have about the opportunity that directly impacts 

your chances of winning it.

The DoQ gauge is a visual indication of the degree to which this 

opportunity has been qualified.

Objective:  DoQ = 100%

Confidence Factor (CF) Gauge
The CF of an Opportunity is an measure of the  confidence you can 

have in winning the business if the prospect made a decision today.

Objective:   CF = 100%

16Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1

Elements of the SUMMARY 

Analysis Page
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Win / Close Table

• Indicates the range of probabilities  (from Low to High) of  the Winning 

& Timing Probabilities. 

• The Uncertainty Range (of probability) is given by the High value 

minus the Low value. 

• The size of the Uncertainty Range is a direct reflection of how well the 

opportunity has been qualified and the amount of missing or 

incomplete information.   

• The greater the  amount of missing information, the larger the 

Uncertainty Range and  the lower the DoQ of the opportunity.

Win / Close Chart

A 2D graph of the Win/Close Table.

Vertical Axis = Closing Probability 

Horizontal Axis = Timing Closing

The Uncertainty Range for Winning & timing Probabilities forms a box

around the Score (the Yellow Dot) called  the Uncertainty Zone. The 

larger the Uncertainty Zone, the lower the DoQ of the opportunity.

Objective:  

Drive the yellow dot (Score) in the top right hand corner and reduce the 

size of the Uncertainty Zone.

WIN / CLOSE Table

WIN / CLOSE Chart

17Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1

Elements of the SUMMARY 

Analysis Page
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Elements of the SUMMARY 

Analysis Page

SWOT Chart
The Score & Uncertainty for each category.

The length of the bar indicate the size of the 

Uncertainty Range for the category.

Green = Uncertainty above the Score

Red  = Uncertainty below the Score.

Can quickly identify strengths, weakness and 

areas of risk;

Objective:

All categories at (or near) 100%, Uncertainty 

Range = 0%

SWOT Chart

18Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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The Detailed SWOT Analysis Tab

Detailed SWOT Analysis 
Shows the High, Score & Low values 

obtained for this category, and rates those 

values;

Provides General Recommendations at a 

category level (as opposed to specific 

recommendations as shown in the Action 

Item section).

Indicates whether or not the Uncertainty 

Range for the category is within acceptable 

limits.

19Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Missing Information Tab

Missing Information
On a category by category basis, Occulus lists 

important information about the opportunity that is 

missing or incomplete.

Notice that the question number, the actual 

question and your Current Answer are also 

shown.

Missing information directly impacts the degree to 

which the opportunity can be said to be qualified; 

the more information that is missing, the lower the 

DoQ of the opportunity.

As a general rule, your first step in implementing 

the Occulus guidance is to obtain the Missing 

Information.

20Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Action Items Tab

Action Items 
On a category by category basis, 

Occulus 

lists a number of Action Items designed 

to 

Assist you in driving the opportunity 

through the sales process.  Some of the 

Action Items will be recommendations 

for building on your strengths while 

others will focus on how to  mitigate the 

negative impact of any weaknesses.

Notice that the question number, the 

actual question and your Current Answer 

are also shown.

When the Action Item is completed, click 

the gold star and get a Checkmark.

21Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Velocity Chart

Takes the Low, Score & High values of the 

Winning Probability and graphs it on the 

Vertical Axis and the Update Date on the 

Horizontal Axis.

The Velocity Chart is updated every time 

new information is entered into the 

Opportunity file.

Provides a visual indication of the Winning 

Uncertainty Range (High minus Low), which 

implies a low DoQ, and How that improves 

(i.e. the Uncertainty Range decreases)

as you drive the opportunity through the 

sales process.

Can track the your progress with the opportunity.

Flat lines indicate little, or no, progress.

Can determine the true length of the sales 

process.

Objective:

3 lines converge at 100% 

at the Close Date Line.

WIN / TIMING Probabilities Table

22Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1
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Videos

WIN / CLOSE Table

WIN / CLOSE Chart

The SWOT Chart

Click on the icons below for additional details on;

• The Win/Close Table & Chart

• The SWOT Chart

• The Velocity chart

The Velocity Chart

http://www.occulussales.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUFrFjuaHk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUFrFjuaHk8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3ED_OCy2LA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULUjEy2kGOc&feature=youtu.be
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ANALYZING AN OPPORTUNITY:
• Occulus Baseline Analysis

• Early Stage Opportunities

• Opportunity Progression

• Closing An Opportunity

http://www.occulussales.com/
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The Occulus Baseline Analysis (OBA) is a pre-calculated analysis, 

created by Occulus, for all NEW opportunities entered into the system. 

The Baseline Analysis is founded on the profile of an ‘unqualified 

prospect’ such as a lead from marketing, (someone who made a web 

inquiry, downloaded a whitepaper, attended a webinar etc.).  At this 

point in time all you know is that there could be potential for the 

products & services you sell.

When you enter a new opportunity into Occulus you will find that all the 

questions have been answered and that the Baseline Analysis (the 

OBA) for this opportunity has been established.

Occulus Baseline Analysis (OBA)

Click on the OBA icon to view a short video 

on  what the Baseline Analysis means.

The OBA

http://www.occulussales.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02Rf-rJel7I&feature=youtu.be
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Assumptions:

1. The opportunity is ‘real’

• The prospect has an identified problem and is committed 

to fixing it

• Someone is leading the project

• The project has a completion date

2. The opportunity is ‘early stage’

• This is your initial or first contact with the prospect and 

your knowledge about the opportunity is minimal.

3. You are in a competitive selling situation

The next slide shows how the questions were answered for Opportunity 

Description and the analysis profile for an unqualified prospect.

Occulus Baseline Analysis (OBA)

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Occulus Baseline Analysis (OBA)

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Your Objective

This is your starting point (The OBA)

Early Stage Opportunities

This is your end point

1. Obtain Missing Information

2. Implement Action Items

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Analyzing An Opportunity

Given that the Occulus Baseline Analysis (OBA) is in-place for your 

NEW opportunity, your task is to update the answers with new 

information as you obtain it.

We recommend the following first two steps;

1. Confirm that the lead is ‘real’ by updating Opportunity Description

2. Confirm that your products and services will match the requirements 

as defined in Opportunity Description by updating Proposed 

Solution.

You may not be able to get all the information to update the first two 

categories during your first conversation with the prospect, but that’s 

OK, get what you can.

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Opportunity Progression 
Starting Point (OBA)

This is your starting point, the Baseline Analysis.

The first thing to do is to confirm that the opportunity is real and that 

you have a viable solution to the prospect’s problem.

The blue Uncertainty Box (Wining / Timing) Chart is large (indicating 

a high degree of uncertainty) and is in the bottom left-hand corner 

with the Score (yellow point) at zero.

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Your Sales Playbook
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You have confirmed that the opportunity is real (Opportunity 

Description) and that you have a viable solution (Proposed Solution) 

you can compete with.  Notice how closely these two area match, 

red circle.

We’re seeing a little bit of movement in the winning probability 

(Velocity Chart), but the DoQ is still very low.

The timing probability (blue circle) is improving.

The Uncertainty Box has shifted to the right and is not as wide, 

indicating that the timing of the deal is firming up.

An excellent start!

Opportunity Progression (Velocity Chart) 

Early Stage Deal

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Opportunity Progression (Velocity Chart)

Middle Stages

Deal is in middle stages of sales cycle.  

Both DoQ & CF are showing significant improvements, indicating 

that you are gathering the information required to understand your 

position and status with this opportunity.  The Velocity Chart shows a 

strong positive trend with the 3 winning probability lines (High, Score 

& Low) converging, indicating you are gaining control and driving the 

deal forward,

The Blue Uncertainty Box has shrunk significantly, the Yellow Score 

dot is moving up and to the right 

Velocity Chart show a significantly reduced variation in Winning prob. 

Score (blue) is trending up and is tracking to success. 

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Opportunity Progression (Velocity Chart)

Late Stages

This deal appears to be well in hand and you are on your way to 

winning it.

Deal is Well Qualified

Blue Uncertainty box is very small, Yellow Score dot is in top right 

corner, indicating the deal will be won and will close on time.

Velocity Chart shows strong convergence of the 3 lines and the 

score (blue) is aggressively moving to 100%.

Well done!

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Opportunity Forecast Rating

http://www.occulussales.com/
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In Occulus, the forecast is a natural outcome of the deal analysis and is created 

automatically, you need not do anything.  

Based on the results of the deal analysis, each deal in your pipeline is assigned a 

Forecast Worthiness Rating (FWR) that ranges from AAA (the best) to F (the 

worst).

Using the FWR Occulus will build your forecast on a deal by deal basis and 

suggest which deals are;

Commits: AAA, AA & A

Upside: BB, B, B-

Omitted F

In addition, Occulus will suggest the amount to forecast based on the risk 

associated with the deal due to loss or date slippage.

Opportunity Forecast Rating

http://www.occulussales.com/
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APPENDIX

Item 1: Type of Sale

Item 2: Linked Questions
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Item 1: Type of Sale

Occulus accommodates 7 different types of sale

Consulting:

A sales opportunity where the prospect is seeking the advice and guidance of a knowledgeable individual (an 

'Expert') to help them resolve a particular business problem(s).

Products:

A sales opportunity where the prospect is seeking a product(s) to satisfy a specific set of requirements. Products 

are generally deliverable hard goods that can be shipped from you to your customer.

Outsourcing 

A sales opportunity where prospect is seeking to procure the services of an outside organization with the intent of 

having that organization assume responsibility for a particular business function or activity.

Services 

A sales opportunity where the prospect is seeking the assistance, typically of a technical nature, of an individual or 

company to help solve a particular business problem. 

Software:

A sales opportunity where the prospect is seeking a software product(s) to satisfy a specific set of requirements

Solution

A sales opportunity where the prospect is seeking a Total Solution to satisfy a specific set of requirements, such a 

Solution can consist of products, consulting and services.

Systems Integration

A sales opportunity where the prospect is seeking an individual or company that will combine (Integrate) various 

components from multiple sources into a single entity that will satisfy a specific set of requirements. 

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Item 2: Linked Questions
A number of questions in Occulus are linked to other questions, either in the same question category or a different question category.  
Depending on how you answer the source question, Occulus may automatically insert an 'N/A' answer in the related questions. 
You cannot alter an N/A answer that was placed there by Occulus, if you attempt an error message will appear.  
An N/A answer removes the question from the analysis as the question is deemed Not Applicable.
If at some later time you change the answer to the original source question, Occulus will remove the N/A answer and you are now required to manually answer this question.  
When Occulus removes an N/A answer for a question in a given category, the Completion Checkmark (Green) next to the category in the Category Listing will be removed (indicating that 
the category has unanswered questions) and the 'VIEW ANALYSIS'  will be disabled (grey) until you answer the questions.
Below is a list of the Source Questions and their Related Questions.

Category Parent Question
Answer that Generates an 
Automatic N/A answer elsewhere

Related Questions

Opportunity  Description
8.  Has a Statement of Requirements 
(SOR) been created for this project?

NO

Proposed Solution: 
1. To what level does your solution match the requirements as specified in the 
Statement of Requirements (SOR)?
Competition:
2. Did you influence the writing of the Statement of Requirements?  
3. Did any of your competitors influence the writing of the Statement of 
Requirements?

Proposed Solution

Decision Process

11. Are there any individuals within the 
Prospect's organization who is proactively 
supporting your proposal (your Inside 
Salesperson)?

NO

Decision Process:
12. Do you know why your Inside Salesperson wants you to win this piece of 
business?

13. Is there any individual whose 
influence will be "key" in this project (a 
Key Influencer)?

NO
Relationship:
10. Does the Key Influencer support your proposal?

Relationship

3. Have you ever done business with the 
Prospect before?

NO
Relationship: 
4. Was the project successful?

12. Do you have any other contacts in the 
Prospect's organization?

NO
Relationship:
13. Can your other contacts help/advise you with this project?

Competition

4. Is there any external competition? NO

Competition:
5. Do you know who the external competition is?
6. Does the external competition have a good relationship with the Prospect?
7. What is your confidence level for beating the external competition?

8. Is there an incumbent? NO

Competition:
9. Are you the incumbent?
10. Does the incumbent have a good history with the Prospect?
11. What is your confidence level for beating the incumbent?

9. Are you the incumbent?
YES

NOTE:  In order for this question to be active, 
the answer to Q# 8 must be YES

Competition:
10. Does the incumbent have a good history with the Prospect?
11. What is your confidence level for beating the incumbent?

12. Is there any internal competition? NO
Competition:
13. What is your confidence level for beating the internal competition?

Timing

http://www.occulussales.com/
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Because the opportunity is new, there will be a lot of details 

about it that you don’t know at this time.  Consequently, when 

you update the Baseline Analysis you may see little or no change 

in the Detailed Analysis section, it depends on how much 

information you obtained during the first call.  The DoQ will be 

low (Poorly Qualified), the CF (Confidence Factor) will be low.

The Win/Timing chart will show a large Uncertainty Zone

The SWOT chart will low scores with wide ranges between High 

& Low.

Don’t despair!
What you see is the your starting point to drive the opportunity 

through the sales process to a successful close.

Your objective is to close the gap between where you are right 

now (Baseline) and where you want to be (Win).  

Your next step is to review the Missing Information to identify the 

information you need to obtain to improve the DoQ of the 

opportunity.  Obtain that information, update your question 

answers and watch your numbers improve.

40Free Analysis Reference Guide v 4.1

Early-Stage Opportunities

Expect ALL of your analysis numbers to be low.

http://www.occulussales.com/



